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Meeting Minutes 
SBM Prisons and Corrections Section Council 

January 10, 2020 
State Bar Building, 306 Townsend, Lansing, 2pm-4pm 

              
 
1. Welcome and introductions/establishment of quorum 
 
Present     Excused absences 
Keith Barber     John Cooper 
John Brusstar     Dan Manville 
Marilena David-Martin  
Lisa Geminick     Unexcused absence 
Nicole George     Stephen Gobbo  
David Gilbert (phone) 
Natalie Holbrook 
Kyle Kaminski 
Barb Levine 
Michael Marutiak 
Katherine Root 
Kathleen Schaeffer (phone) 
Carol Siemon 
Pat Streeter 
 
2.  Approval of December 6, 2019 meeting minutes (attachment) 
 
Motion by C. Siemon, seconded by B. Levine, passed unanimously. 
 
3.  Treasurer’s Report (attachment) 
 
As of 12/31/2019, the Section had a balance of approximately $8,500. 
 
4. Section Demographics (attachment) 
 
• P&C has one of the lowest membership rates in SBM.  
• Priorities include increasing membership, and particularly bringing the voice of impacted 

people into the Council.  
• Council members should contact M. David-Martin if interested in forming a subcommittee 

on increasing membership. 
 
5. June Program (attachment) 
 
• Day-long program.  
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• Potential topics include: 
• Issues regarding incarceration of women – 

• Girls at WHV 
• Reentry focus – women having difficulty with reentry because so much 

programming is targeted at men; 
• Mental health/wellness of both COs and prisoners could be an out of the box topic that 

would get a variety of different audiences – 
• Trauma experienced by both MDOC staff and prisoners 
• Questions regarding whether the MDOC has lowered the bar in hiring; 

• Restorative justice (also a topic that could reach a wider audience); 
• Miller extension topics, e.g., LIDs/parolable life; potential impacts of Raise the Age; 
• Topics in probation/parole, including reasonability and flexibility of conditions. 

Probation/parole as a funnel to incarceration.  
 

• Question: how much practical value do we want the program to have for practitioners – i.e., 
are we more concerned with the program being interesting, or having practical value for 
people working with clients. 

 
• M. David-Martin will email volunteers for a subcommittee: J. Brusstar; L. Geminick; N. 

George; N. Holbrook; K. Root; C. Siemon. The goal will be to have two topics to present by 
the February meeting. Ideally the program will incorporate compelling speakers and will 
have a title that attracts attention.  

 
6. Prosecutor Parole Appeals Rule Proposal (attachment) 
 
• MSC has agreed to publish the Prosecutor Parole Appeals Rule Proposal for comment. M. 

David-Martin will send our letter of support to the Council. Comment is due 4/1/2020, but 
we should publish our letter sooner than that, ideally after our February meeting. 

• The SBM Criminal Jurisprudence and Practice Committee supports the Proposal; the 
Appellate Practice Section is expected to discuss at their upcoming meeting.    

• P&C Section initiated the Proposal, and should do as much as possible to push it. P. Streeter 
moved to authorize up to $400 to cover the expenditure of e-blast to relevant sections; J. 
Brusstar seconded. Passed unanimously.  
• Eblast to P&C and Criminal Law Sections ($100/section) 
• Send also to MJI, CDAM, and PAAM (free) 

 
7. Criminal Law Section Report – Mike Marutiak 
 
Mike reported that the section recently voted to support HB 5120, HB 4980-4985, a series of 7 
tie-barred bills on expungement that have already passed the House.  
 
The section will consider ADM File No. 2019-13 (counsel appointment at parole appeals) at 
their next meeting.  
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The February Conference is 2/15-2/16 in Mt. Pleasant. Topics will include: Update on case law; 
collateral consequences for professional licenses; SORA registration and Title IX hearings. A 
networking event will take place on 2/15.  
 
The section plans to invite other sections together for an annual meeting in September. P&C 
would be welcome to join. All sections would share costs, location and resources. Possible 
location: University Club, Lansing.   
 
8. Newsletter Update – Pat Streeter 
 
• The next deadline is 4/16/2020. We hope to have more information by that time about the 

June program.  
• Potential piece on recommendations due from the task force on pretrial detention and 

incarceration. Almost 50% of jail prisoners are not yet convicted. The task force is looking at 
trying to do more diversion in specialty courts, rather than sitting in jail. 

• P. Streeter will reach out to Judge Victoria Roberts to gauge interest in submitting a piece 
on the mediation program. 

• Everyone is encouraged to contribute to the newsletter – e.g., reasons for/goals in joining 
the P&C section/council.  

 
9. MDOC Update – Kyle Kaminski 
 
• Population: At the end of the year, the MDOC had 32,053 prisoners on count, which is a 

reduction of 708 from the beginning of the year.  
 

• Education: The federal government has opened up a second opportunity for schools to 
apply for Pell grants. Twelve Michigan schools have applied: six have definitely moved to 
the second round; one definitely did not move to the second round; the other five are not 
responding to inquiries. It is likely that there will be postsecondary programming through 
Pell at significantly more facilities. There is significant advocacy to open federal 
programming to lifers, but at this time it continues to refuse them access, with the status of 
LIDs uncertain. ≤10 years to ERD will be eligible. The CPI accepts lifers (unsure what 
percentage of CPI is lifers), and is extremely well-received. In its new program, the Hope 
College/Western Theological Seminary expects to use Pell money to pay for Pell-eligible 
students, and support lifers with scholarship funds.  
 

• Community corrections: There is a criminal defense attorney position and another position 
open. The forum meets three or four times per year to allocate funding to community 
corrections programs. If interested, reach out to Kyle.  
 

• Budget: For the current year there were no significant cuts to health care or education. The 
Department will be issuing all prisoners a third set of state blues.  
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• C. Siemon raised the issue of strategies for placing individuals who are incarcerated for 

sexual offenses beyond their ERDs, but have mental or cognitive issues rendering them 
unsafe for community placements. Her concern is that there is no appropriate housing 
option for such individuals, and so they have no choice but to appeal their paroles. She 
questioned whether there will at some point be something between a group home and a 
regular prison that would be a safe, appropriate housing option.   
 
• N. George recalled Wolverine Services, which had this sort of focus, but was not well-

executed, and there were a lot of sexual assaults.  
 

• B. Levine questioned if this raised an issue similar to medical paroles, in that some 
populations may are inherently difficult to place. 
 

• K. Kaminski explained the population C. Siemon has identified is difficult to place along 
multiple dimensions (i.e., low cognitive functioning coupled with sex offenses). People 
with very low cognitive abilities often end up in adult foster care. D47 recidivism is not 
as high as regular parole recidivism. There are people with parole in hand, for whom the 
MDOC cannot find placement. Further, sometimes the placements that are willing to 
take the MDOC’s hardest to place individuals don’t provide an adequate level of care. 
The state needs more inpatient capacity; the MDOC no longer gets priority from DHHS. 
Statutory definitions of “medically frail” are very narrow.  Also, those most likely to be in 
prison at that age are likely to be in for very serious offenses. 
 

• M. David-Martin suggested that this could be a potential topic for the October program. 
 

• Legislation:  
 
• Expungement bills have moved out of the House and are subject to some changes in the 

Senate. The PAAM Corrections Committee is advocating for a set-aside rather than 
expungement, so that prosecutors would still be able to habitualize based on those 
convictions.  

• Restitution. 
• Flat supervision fee bills were passed/signed, and will go into effect in March.  
• Legislation that would make Aaron retroactive, benefiting people who did not get a 

proper malice instruction, and were not convicted of premeditated murder. This would 
create a process for those convicted of felony murder prior to 1980. The process would 
probably be similar to that created by MCL 769.25/25a.  
 

• There is introduced legislation re drug offenses. Any drug offense involving heroin or 
fentanyl will be placed on the A grid, and other schedule I’s would drop. The approach 
has some legs in the House.  
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11. What’s next after Miller v Alabama discussion – Barb Levine 
 
• Potential Miller extensions –  
 

• Juvenile LIDs can now be sentenced to more time than they can be sentenced to under 
Miller.  

• Automatic waivers. 
• There is nothing in the parole guidelines specific to looking at Miller factors at the parole 

stage. Age at offense is not a factor.  
 
• This is a ripe time to consider, given the Raise the Age context. We could reach out to the 

Criminal Law and Children’s Law sections about a taskforce. 
 

• B. Levine will send a taskforce recruitment proposal to the Council.  
 
12. Other 
 
C. Siemon reported that Ingham County is meeting with The Vera Institute in an effort to track 
data on demographics. 
 
C. Siemon raised the issue of LWOP cases in Ingham County. Ron Emory has volunteered to do a 
review of existing Ingham County LWOP cases. C. Siemon’s policy has been offering second-
degree pleas with high mandatory minimums, in order to create a road to eventually getting 
out of prison.  
 
 
13. Next Meeting: Friday February 7 
 
14. Adjourn 
 

Submitted by,  
 
Katherine Root, Secretary  


